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Methodology for establishing a
patent landscape of CRISPR related
inventions
•
•
•
•

3 patent databases screened
>10,000 entries
Manual cleanup
2,072 patent families considered as CRISPR gene editing
patents
• Annotations:
-priority date
-country of origin, international extensions
-inventors, applicants
-categorization, sub-categorization

Geographical repartition of total patent families
related to CRISPR gene editing

28 countries

 Evolution of total patent families related to CRISPR gene editing

YEARS

Who are the major actors?
1/3 are private companies
DuPont-Pioneer (20 patents), Monsanto (4), Bayer (1) and Syngenta
(1) are not major actors…

when compared to major patent holders
in the USA :
1. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT; 113 patents),
in China:
1. Chinese Academies of Sciences and Agricultural Sciences (182
patents)

Number of patent families related to the CRISPR system
per technical category

A technological field still in quest of technological improvements

An impressive stream of highly diverse applications

 Number of patent families per country related to ‘technical improvements’
 without species restriction
 linked to species or a group of sp. :
-mammals including humans
-fish
-other animals
-fungi
-microalgae
-prokaryotes
 mitochondria
 favor HR over NHEJ
 chromosome translocation
 methods for delivery to cells
 Cas9 variants or other nucleases
 improvements of guide RNAs
 multiplexing
 reduction (or detection) of off-target
 epigenome editing
 RNA editing
 miscellaneous
(genomic screening and gene detection,
cell sorting, gene drive, …)

Number of patent families per country
directly related to ‘medical applications’

Subcategories related to ‘medical applications’

 engineering human cells to treat a disease or controlling a human pathogen

 upstream medical research tools:
-edited human cell lines,
-animal models for human diseases
-animal sources for xenotransplantation

 100 diseases
covering most categories of the international classification of diseases
 Cancer : 131 patent families,
of which 31 describe immunotherapy
 Treatment of viral infections : 112 patents

Gene therapy, such as gene replacement in somatic cells:
-Alzheimer’s disease and other nervous system disorders
(e.g. Huntington’s disease, autism and psychiatric diseases)
-autosomal dominant diseases
-blood diseases (e.g. β-thalassemia and anemia)
-musculoskeletal diseases (e.g. bone diseases and rheumatoid arthritis)
-muscular dystrophies (e.g. Duchenne’s disease)
-nucleotide repeat disorders
-retinal or other ocular diseases (e.g. glaucoma)
Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) modifications for ex vivo therapy
 Gene knockout to:
-treat allergic, endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (diabetes,
cystic fibrosis, hypercholesterolemia, hyperlipidemia, obesity, etc.)
-prevent coronary atherosclerotic, heart and other cardiovascular disease
-destroy senescent cells
-target metastasis-related genes
 Treatment of infection by resistant bacteria
 Transplantation improvements

 Number of patent families per country related to ‘industrial applications’
Microorganisms (fungi or bacteria)
-identification of serotypes
-growth of microorganisms
-suppression of resistance to
antibiotics
-biofuel production
-production of molecules of
interest
Animal cells
-high-throughput screens of
volatile flavor and
fragrance compounds
-activation of taste receptor genes
-manufacturing skeletal muscle
for dietary consumption
-kit for detecting pyrogen
-production of hypoallergenic cats
-silk production
Pharmaceutical productions
(65 patent families): antibodies,
vaccines or other products

 Number of patent families per country related to ‘agricultural applications’
Private companies filed
27% of ‘plant’ patents
5% of ‘farm animal’ patents
DuPont-Pioneer
(USA; 12 patents)

KWS Saat
(Germany; 5 patents)

Keygene
(the Netherlands; 4)

Dow Agrosciences
(USA; 3 patents)

Beijing DBN Technology
(China; 3 patents)

Subcategories related to ‘plants’
Technological improvements
Molecule production or specific
metabolic changes
Research model
(Arabidopsis, rice, barley…)

Plant breeding (130 patents):
-rice (64 patents)
-maize (11)
-wheat (5)
-tomato (4)
-potato (3)
-tobacco (2)
-cotton, nut grass, oilseed plants,
sorghum, and pasture plants (1 each)

-male sterility (16 patents)
-virus resistance or detection (9 patents)
-herbicide tolerance (6 patents)
-fungi, bacteria and pest resistance
-plant stature or architecture
-flowering time
-pollination and fertility parameters
-plant aging and fruit shelf-life
-haploid breeding
-seed quality or shattering
-metabolic changes
-yield
-stress resistance

Subcategories related to ‘farm animals’

 Breeding (50 patents)

-pigs (22 patents)
-sheep (12)
-mammals in general (5)
-cows or rabbits (1 each)
-fish (4)
-birds (3)
-fertility
-meat production
-milk quality
-resistance to various diseases, including viruses
-sheep wool color
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 Stream of highly diverse applications
 In such a dense patenting landscape, is “freedom to operate” possible?
 Switch in balance of forces in favor of China:
-China’s massive investment in biotechnology.
-new patenting strategy
-an economic protectionist tool?
 Is Europe loosing this new biotech battle?
- GMO bans had a negative impact
- counter-productive regulation on “genetic modification”
- hostile cultural climate (“precautionary ideology”) against innovations?
- inclusion of “ethical” considerations in patenting
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